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abstract: ..Well planned" transport ffiastructure intervention can have profound positi-ve

socio-economic Lff""t on ruralpopulation. Sound institutional framework is a prerequisite

for administering such intervartions. The paper elaborated the Special Purpose Road

Agency model idopted in Bangladesh for rural road management. The paper discusses

Bingladesh's attempts to overcome the disadvantages of suctr ry'pe!. The Bangladesh's

-oi"l of i*titutional fiamework for rural road management is replicable in other country

situations as well. But some factors needs to be analysed carefully before adopting such

model in other countries.

l.INTRODUCTION

About three-quarters of the population in developing countries live_in rural areas. Adequate,

reliable and economic meuns of transport are a prerequisite for their overall development

and to provide access to difflerent facilities so that rural residents can carry out basic,

""orro*i. 
and life-emiching activities. In a variety of ways, transport has an impact on

productive activity (Creightney, 1993). It can play an enorrnogs catalytic role in boosting

lgricultural production UV towering input prices hence production costs; improving access

to'credit; facititating technological aimrtion; lowering marketing costs hence improving the

producers share ofionsumer price; and increasing land under cuhivation.

Several empirical studies in the 80s and in the early part of the 90s examined the effect of
improved iransport ffiastructure on the socio-economic development of developing

co'untries and supported the hypothesis that transportation infrastruclure and services are

critical for productive activity (Creightney, 1995). One such study was conducted in

Bangladesh in order to ass€ss ttre efeit of rural infrastructure improvement on the growth

of iriconp and alleviation of poverty in a developing economy (Ahmed and Hossain, 1990)'

One important finding of this study was that infrastructure could boost household's income

by 33 percent. Small-farmers gather a major share of the income rise from the increased

piodrrciion of crops, *ug"r *d livestoik and fisheries. Therefore, there is zufEcisnt
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evidence to support the hypothesis that a '\uell planned" transport infrastructure
intervention can have profound positive socio-economic effect.

Such an intervention can be achieved through (World Bank, 1995a):

(D Development and maintenance of local transport infrastructure;
(ii) Interventions promoting rural transport services;
(iii) Use of intermediate means of trarnport; and
(iv) Provision of facilities which reduce transport needs.

Efficient and timely delivery of the above are contingent upon a sound institutional
framework for rural road managerrent. This paper is a case study of the characteristics of
institutional framework for effective rural road rnanagement in Bangladestr- It also examines

ttre replicability of "Bangladesh Model" in other developing countries.

The contextual factors which are relevant in this case study are: (i) socio-economic
condition of the country: includes relative wealth and level of socio-economic
development which affects the financing of rural transport infrastructures from donors and

the concerned government; the tax-base and willingness to pay taxes for infrastructure
improvements; and developmental objectives; (ii) perception of the policy makers on the
importance of rural transport infrastructures: includes the understanding of the policy
makers of the intricate issues of rural transport and their interrelation with overall
development of the country; and (iii) central government and local government
structures: includes central and local governnrcnt structures, their interrelationship and

level of devaluation of responsibilities.

2. THE PAST SITUATION

Bangladesh consists of flat alluvial plains criss-crossed by a large nunber of rivers and

water courses including some of the world's largest rivers, is extremely flat and low-lying. It
has a largely agrarian economy with an extremely low per capita Gross National Product
(GI.IP) calculated at some US$220. More than four-fifths of the population of Bangladesh

lives in rural areas. Agriculture continues to contribute the largest share to the national
economy (37.6%) compared to other sectors like manufacturing (9.8%) (Bangladesh

Bureau of Statistics, 1992). In addition the agriculture census of 1983-84 showed that
about 56.5 percent of rural households were eftctively landless.

To address these development problems, the government in its latest Perspective Plan

(1995-2010) has fixed the following goals (Planning Commission of Bangladesh 1995): (i)
Poverty alleviation; (ii) Productive employment generation; (iii) Income growth; and (to
Human resource development.

Programmes and irntitutions for the rural development of Bangladesh began with the

Comilla Model in the 1960s. This was perhaps the first comprehensive planning approach

undertaken for rural development in Bangladesh. There were four components n Comilla
Model of rural development: (i) Two-tier cooperatives; (ii) Rural Works Programme; (iii)
Thana Inigation Plan; and (iv) Thana Training and Development Centre. The Comilla
Model is still, theoretically, the rural development strategy of the govemment. The Rural
Works Programme (RWP) started m 1963-64 and aimed primarily to provide employment

to the rural unemployed and under-employed and, at the same time, building much needed

rural infrastructure. The RWP achieved this limited objective and provided valuable support

the agricultural development needed at that time @angladesh Planning Commissioq 1984).
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In the 70s, the Comilla Model was rnoulded into the concept of area development with

r*U pifoi projects being initiated in different locations. These were expanded inlo

i"t"gr":t"a mufti-sectorat Ievelopment programmes in defined geographic locations with

*;;ffi. interventions in different sectors. However, all these approaches emphasized

alcukural development through the development of physical infrastructure and a number

oishortcomings emerged principally because these projects failed to focus on the alleviation

of rural poverty. Rs a result, a 1984 Strategy Paper on ryrU aevgtopagnt of the govemment

re-definid the concept of the rural developnrent as @angladesh Planning Commission,

1984):

Rural development would mean improvement in the quality of lfe of the rural

people andihe process would iivolve development of both economic and

social sectors; the former with infrastructure, production, employment and

income and the latier with education, health, sqnitation, family planning etc.

The programme will interact with each other ond produce comb.ined effect on

the 
- 
improvement of the rural tife in totality. @angladesh Planning

Commissioq 1984, P.41)

As before the development of strategy for rural development in 1984 the emphasis was only

on G a"r"topment of rural ffiastructures to support aqnculre development there was no

,yrt"ruti. approach in the planning and development of rural transport infrastructure' As a

rlsuh, Bangladesh like most of the developing countries :

(i) had no rural transport infrastructure development strategyj

it experienced incoherent rural transport infrastructure development;

trl had majority of the roads were in poor condition;

illii had no clear focal point for coordination at central government level;

(19 had no clear maintenance strategy;

(v) saw too much decision making at the central government level; and

iril had unsustainable arrangements for long-term management and rnaintenance;

and
(vii) had no systematic approach for.the development of transport services in the' 

rural areas especially Non-motorised Trarsport NMf)

Due to the lack ofRural Transport Infrastructure Strategy a piece-meal approach was taken

to ameliorate the rural transptrt problems in Bangladesh. Interventions was ad-hoc and

those were not based on the anaiysis of transport needs of rural people for performing

domestic, economic and social needs. This leads to an incoherent rural transport

ffiastructure development. Due to an overriding focus on "agriculture development"'

social justice took i back seat. Physical infrastructure interventions for "agriculture

a"r"toi**"f'benefited the rich farmeri who had access to the means of production- Due to

1o,-6"; approach in plarming there was no partrcipatign o-n tlr" pd of the rural

popfuio" initre devetop'ment oithe ffiastructure and therefore ttre those did not represent

[f,J nop"r and aspirations of the community. As a result the community was reluctant to

.tur" it" responsibility for its rnaintenance. On the other hand due to inadequate

insitutional reiponsibility there was a lack of accountability'

The problem of institutional framework for effective rural road management was aPparclt

to tt" policy makers for a long time. It particularly cale^i1to limelight during the

formulation of the Rural Devebf,ment Strategy in the early 80s, a part of whic! wa1

devoted to strategy for rural ffiastructure devilopment. The strategy critically evaluated
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the effectiveness of the Comilla Approach and advocated for coherent approach in rural
transport ffiastructure development in line with the strategy recornrnended for rural
development.

As the majority of the population of Bangladesh live in rural areas and as there are sufficient
evidence to prove the hypothesis that'\ilell planned" transport infrastructure intervention
can have profound positive socio-economic effect on rural population, the country in
general and the rural population in particular would have suffered if the problem was un-
addressed. Especially the rural poor who were not benefited due to overriding focus on
agriculture development would have suffered considerably.

3. KEY INSTITUTIONAL REFORMS

3.1 Development of a Rural Infrastructure Strategy

Understanding of the policy makers on the importance of rural roads leads to the
development of the Strategy for Rural Development in 1984 which provided a valid
framework for rural transport infrastructure development. A recent review of this 1984

strategy by the International Development agency (DA) and the government prior to the
formulation of a new Rural Infrastructure Strategy can be attributable to the increased

understanding on the part of the policy makers on the importance of rural roads. The review
confirmed the soundness of 1984 approach and only proposed some "fine tuning". This
modified approach provides a framework within which the government and donors can join
together to build a more sustainable rural transport infrastructure in Bangladesh. The study
concluded that only 30% ofthe physical targets set in 1984 strategy could be achieved. It
recommend putting more emphasis on community participation in planning, implementation
and monitoring; improved use of local resources for rwal infrastructure development;
developing complementary links between road and water transport; an increased role for the
private sector; and institutional strengthening of the organization responsible for rural
ffiastructure - the Local Govemment Engineering Department (LGED) (World Bank,
1996b). The study underscored the current levels of foreign and domestic fi.rnding taking
into consideration the positive correlation between improved ffiastructure and socio-
economic benefits in rural areas of Bangladesh.

3.2 Development of a Focal Agency in Bangladesh for Rural Infrastructure

In most of the developing countries planning, financing and management of rural roads are

handled by more than one agency. For example, there are many agencies dealing with rural

roads in India - Public Works Departments; Rural Engineering Organizations; Panchayat

Raj; Village Samities; Revenue Authorities etc. (Ministry of Shipping and Transport, 1984;

IGpila 1989). The Road Plan of India (1981-2001) recognized that this diversification of
activities had resulted in unplanned construction and neglected maintenance (Ministry of
Shipping and Transport, 1984). The plan recommended bringing the whole gamut of
activities under one banner and suggested the creation ofa rural engineering organization in

each state to deal with all types of rural road planning, construction and maintenance. Even

in a country where one single agency is responsible for rural roads it rnay not have the

technical capaclty to deal with its mandate. For example, in a recently conducted study on

Cambodia it is concluded that although the Ministry of Rural Development was responsible

for rural roads it lacked the institutional and technical capability to meet its responsibilities

with rural roads @dmonds, 1996).
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The road network system in Bangladesh is functionally classified into seven categories

(Table l). In BangladestU a'two-tier model" as elaborated in World Bank (1995a) is in

place for rnanagernent of roads with responsibility of main and rural roads rests with two

different agencies - Roads and Highways Department (RIID) under the Roads and Railways

Division of the Ministry of Communications shoulders responsibility of national and arterial

roads while LGED under the Local Government Division (LGD) of the Ministry of

LGRD&C is responsible for feeder and rural roads (Table 1). The inherent advantages of

one agency responsible for rural roads - LGED in the case of Bangladesh - are: (i) it can

"**" a consistent planning and financing framework; (ii) it provides a focal point for road

financing, ptanning and malragement; (iii) it is a source of technical and management advice

to all concemed; and (rO can ensure local input in planning' Under this institutional

framework there exists one unified civil service which ensures sufficient scope for career

development of professional staff This Ope of organizational arrangements also enhances

employee morale; protects them from political exploitation; ensures the transferability of

poritio* between local and central level with parity of conditions of service among the

assignments. Disadvantages ofsuch special purpose rural road agency are: decisions taken

at the Headquarters levels therefore remote from users. If the users are at all involved in the

decision making process they are only consulted without any participatory input; and such

arrangement hampers decentralization and cost-sharing (Heggie, 1996)' Later in this section

it is elaborated how these disadvantages were overcome in Bangladesh.

LGED's predecessor Local Govemment Engineering Bureau (LGEB) came into being in

1984 under ttre Local Government Division (LGD) of the Ministry of LGRD&C from a

small cell in LGD in 1960s and 1970s. LGEB became the Local Govemment Engineering

Department (LGED) n lggzto shoulder wider responsibility in terms of provisioning rural

transport infrastructure. The scope of activities of LGED have gradually been enlarged due

to the increasing demand. A recently conducted study for institutional strengthening of

LGED unequivocally commented that LGED was an important actor in rural development

and it was a considered zuccessful and effective organiztion in the implementation of the

task assigned. World Bank (1996b) ard ISO, Swedish Management Group (1995) identified

a nurnber of positive institutional features of LGED. These are : team work - has clearly

defined work objectives; professionalism - has highly qualified personnel and emphasis on

upgrading of skills; decentralizatio n ' 90%o of the staff are at the field level; leadership - the

chief executive has a strong involvement in all development activities; informal decision

making - has rnanaged to considerably reduce the bureaucratic practice of processing

decisions through different layers; sense of mission - pursumg the mission namely "serving

the people at the grassroot"; and ef[ective delivery channel - continuous emphasis on quick

decision making and quality control.

64t
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Table 1: Road Network Classification

t Highest dernarcated administrative units. The administrative hierarchy in Bangladesh in order ofsize is

Division, District, Thana, Union and Mauza.

, Selected important rural markets which are the focal point for rural developmant where invesfinents in

rural economic and social infrastructure are concentrated. Out ofsome 8000 rural markets 2100 have been

identified as Growth Centres (GC) markas'

3.3 Community Participation in Rural Infrastructure Development in Bangladesh

The concept of community participation in infrastructure planning, implementation 9d
maintenancl has surfaced quite recent$ in Bangladesh. The concept arises from the need to

rnaximize the impact of rural infrastructures. Development planners are increasingly

concerned that inha.*ructure which does not represent the hopes and aspirations of the

community will not be used by it and the community will be reluctant to share the

responsibiiity for its maintenance. The process of involving the community in ffiastructure
pt-ring, implementation and maintenance involves answering two basic questions',(-t) wlV

.o*-gilty iarticipation?; and (ii) how community participation can tre ensured?. Whilst the

beneficial effect oi involving communities in ffiastructure development is accepted by a[
modalities for involving them may vary widely. There are at least three schools of thought

regarding these modalities (Jupp, 1995):

(D Some believes that technical experts are capable 9n9ugh- to make all planning

decisions and it is umealistic to involve poor unskilled and uneducated people in

the process. They think that if participation is considered at all, it should be limited

to using the villagers as manual labor. But it can be seen that even infrastructure

constructed in this way falls into disrepair and may be abandoned altogether if the

location is inconvenient, the service is too expensive or inadequate.

(ii) Another school advocates using the people's representatives and selected

technocrats and bureaucrats as a surrogate for community participation. But those

Category
R

National Highways RoA connecting national capital Dhaka with
Divisional headquarters', ild other important
urban centres, ports, and internatiot4 highwap-

RHD

Regional Highways RHD.

Feeder Road Type - A 16A conneding the Thana Headquarters to the

arterial road network
RT{D

Feeder Road Tlpe - B
(FRB)

Eil-coonect@Growth C€ntres (GC)' markets to
the RHD network (FRA of arterial road) or to the
Thana Headquarters

LGED

Rural Road I (RRl) Road connecting the Union HeadquarterVlocal
markets with the Thana Headquarters or road

system

LGED

Rural Road 2 (RR2) Eorl co[rrccting villages ad fE{-tr$ to local

Rural Road 3 (RR3) Roads within villages LGED
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who opposed this approach often argue that this is mere consultation in the name

ofpartiiipation Its validity is also questioned on the grounds that representatives

at different levels often fail to articulate the hopes and aspiration of all sections of
end users.

(iii) The third school emphasizes the establishment of users committee and

maintenance groups as means of consultation and participation. In this school of
thought it is felt that by defining the roles and responsibilities of these committees

and groups and clarifying the expectations oftheir participation and the operation

and maintenance of the facilities the notion of community participation can be

achieved with minimum technical assistance.

However, the effectiveness of community participation may depend on the following: (i)

socio-political situation of the community concerned - For example in many

communities women and the poorer sections of the society may tle elbowed out of the

decision making process. Similarly, due to the power structure of local elites one can not

assrune that soieone from the community represents the hopes and aspiration of the whole

community. Both of these cases are relevant in the Bangladesh context; (ii) Institutional

capacity of thu org"oization concerned - Does the organization whictr is responsible for

th; intlrvention have adequate organizational capactty for effective community

consultation? If yes, to what extent?; and (iii) Extent of the intenention - To what extent

the interventiori *iU be rnade? What is the size of the geographical area and population to

be covered?

Studies in Bangladesh have found that the end users of the infiastructure feel that they

should be involved in the planning and decision making regardmg public investments for

their benefit (Jupp, 1995).iupp lieeS) suggested that this can only be achieved through

srnall incrementaf steps iowards'change. Jupp (1995) suggested two approaches in this

incremental process:

(i) Information sharing approach: This is a modest level of community participation. It
invotves the fo[owing steps: gearing up capaclty to conduct information dissemination

prograrrunes; provision for quality control on ffirmation dissemination prograrnmes;

and identification of mechanisms for end users input. The risk of such an approach is

that it is become an end in itself; and it is perceived that all the issues of community

participation are being fully addressed through it; and

(ii) Users Input Approach: It takes community participation a step further. This approach

suggests'that 
-frcilitators 

should go out to the villages and markets and involve

refrlsentative sarryles of end users in prioritiztion and desigrr. This is regarded as too

ambitious and will take time. The success of this approach depends on: the development

of a pragrnatic but effective methodology; the institutional capacrty of the organization

implementing users input approacft and the provision of quality control nechanisrn

In Bangladesh the effectiveness of community participation m rural_infrastructure plnning,

implenintation and mainterulnce has already been recognized. Rural cornrnunities are

increasingty being involved for these purposes. For rural infrastructure development, LGPD

has embirled oi an "information sharing approach" with a long term view of adopting
.tsers input approach". In this regard, 

-institutional 
constraints are progreslively bel8

identified and rirmved. In*itutionaliapaclty is being enhanced through reorganization - for
example, some staffare hlng trained as community organizers. Staffat all levels are being
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motivated for this purpose as well. Recently, in the planning of a muhilateral donor assisted

rural infrastructure development project communities were successfully involved (Box 1).

Communities were also involved successfully in designing the project components while
they are being involved for implementation as well.

Box 1 : Community Participatbn in Infrestructure Dwelopment : A Myth hrq been Made
Reality!

In the preparation of the IDA/Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC) assisted Rural
Roads and Markets Improvement and Maintenance Project (RRMIMP-II) emphasis has been given

on the participatory approach to rural infrastructure development. A particular study (Jupp, 1995)

was conducted to look into the aspects of participation under the project. Under RRMIMP-II
participatory approach has been adopted for pre-selection of FRBs, Growth Centre (GC) markets

and ghats for improvements under the project. The process involves group discussion at Thana level
with representatives of each Union (as well as relevant government officials) to identify and rank
local priorities for improvement. Considering the huge area covered under the project, community
participation aspects have been made practical and manageable. The following paragraphs in brief
discuss the "participatory approach" adopted for the selection ofFRBs, GC markets and ghats rtnder

the project.

Selection of FRBs. GCs and ehats

lstep 1: Initially an inventory of all FRBs, GCs in the project area was prepared. A list of
'possible' investment schemes was prepared excluding those already developed under

different investment schemes.

I Step 2: Using the list of 'possible' schemes as starting point, participatory meetings were

organized in each ofthe 97 project Thanas attended by local representatives including

Union Council members and NGOs. The meeting discussed the schernes and reached a

consensus and ranked their priorities for FRBs and GCs. In the meeting consensus and

decision were reached though open debate The meeting also identified the priority
ghats for improvement.

I Step 3: The locally prioritized FRBs and GCs were used to prepzre a list of 'probable' FRBs

and GCs to be taken up for improvunent.

r Step 4: The final list of selected FRBs was made on the basis of the economic appraisal. The

final lists of the GCs and ghats were derived from the short-list based on locally
identified priorities.

I Step 5: The Thana Development Coordination Committee (TDCC)s were subsequently

requested to confirm their agreement with the selection of investment schemes.

3.4 Maintenance of Rural Infrastructure in Bangladesh

3.4.1 Present Scenario in Rural Infrastructure Maintenance

lrrlaintenance of the rural infrastructure is a prerequisite, inter alia, to protect and manimize

returns on the investment. Like many other developing countries, Bangladesh in the past has

not paid attention to planned road maintenance. It is now widely accepted that in
developing countries the main problem of rural road maintenance is not technical but
financial and nranagenrent (Kapfu 1989). Bangladesh's lack of a maintenance initiative was

mainly due to its poor maintenance culture coupled with an unsound macro economic
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situation in the 80s. In the recent years initiatives had been taken for planned road

maintenance - both routine and periodic. Considering the historical trend, rural

infiastructure expenditure started to rise sharply in the early 90s and this coincided with a

sharp rise in project-aid as well. Understanding the implications of non-maintenance of the

planned infrastructure, LGED arranged two seminar/workshop - one in 1989 and the other

n lgg2 - in order to apprise different actors related to rural infrastructure development

about the emerging aung". of non-mainterumce. These initiatives was instrumental in

breaking the pooi maintenance culture of rural roads in Bangladesh'

Figure I shows the resources requirement of planned t*TEnP": of rural roads in

Birgladesh. It can be seen that in the FYl996-97 atamount of Taka 1451 million (US$36

milli-on) is required for rural road maintenance in Bangladesh. Similar figure for F!]!03;
2004 wi1 be Taka 2303 million (US$58 million). An analysis shows that in FY1996-97

resource requirement for maintenance is closely matched with the resources available - Tk.

1300 million (World Bank, 1996a)

Figure I : Cost of Planned Maintenance of Rural Road Network under LGED

Figure 2 shows the historical trend of maintenance and improvement expenditure for rural

ioias i" Bangladesh. It can be seen fiom Figure 2 that there is a substantial improvement in

.uint..r-"""nrraing fiom the FY1992-93. in the FYl992-93, government for the first time

allocated Taka 30b million (us$7.5 million) from its general tax revenue for the

maintenance of rwal transport ffiastructure. In the subsequent years such allocation has

gon"'"prignin"antly - in the FYl993-94 Taka 400 million (US$10 million); in the FYl994-

95 Taka 550 million (US$13.75 million); and in the FYl995-96 Taka 650 million

(US$16.25 million). Imiroved macro economic situation3 and improved understanding of
the needs for planned -uirt"t*r"" of rural infrastructure is responsible for such a positive

trend.

As a part of the 'llanned maintenance", a Rural Infrastructure Maintenance Cell (RIMC)

has been set up by LGED in the early 90s. The RIMC has made considerable progress in

establishing thi framework for road rnaintenance by setting up a- rgad inventory systenL

introducin! national rnaintenance guidelines and establishing a training progBrlrme (Local

3Bangladesh is currently financing 40 percent ofthe expenditure ofAnnual Development Programme

leOi; tom indigenous sources which was negligible few years ago (Chowdhury, 1995)
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Government Engineering Department, 1995). The government with the assistance of
ILOruNDP already prepared Thana Base Maps - contain spatial information of
administrative boundaries, physical ffiastructure (including roads), educational institution,
settlement pattern and other agriculture and socio-economic ffiastructure - of all Thanas

using Satellite Imagery, aerial photography, available topographic maps and ground truthing
with the help of LGED staffat the Thana level. Acquisition of digital data from the Thana
Base Maps using Geographic Information Systems (GIS) in different layers has also been
completed. These spatial data with related attribute data collected by the RIMC in LGED is
increasingly being used for planning and management of rural ffiastructure including
maintenance planning of rural roads. It is to be mentioned here that the importance of such
data for effective rural roads rnanagement has been underscored in countries like India and
Cambodia (Kadryali 1989; Edmonds, 1996).

The donors' role in rural infrastructure maintenance financing is less substantial and is
limited to the maintenance of rural roads within the donor aided project period. A total of
Taka 147 million (US$3.7 million) was spent under different donor assisted projects for
rural road maintenance in the FYl995-96.

Figure 2 : Historical Trend of Maintenance and Improvement Expenditure

3.4.2 Opportunities and Constraints in Rural Road Maintenance Financing in
Bangladesh

It has been seen earlier that there had been considerable improvement in financing rural
roads maintenance since early 90s. Although currently the resource available for rural road
maintenance is closely matched with the maintenance requirement, an analysis of the source
of funding n 1996-97 shows that overwhelming portion of the funding is coming from the
government's general tax revenue (50%) and from food-aid support of Canadian
International Development Agency (CIDA) (3 5%).

Now the question is whether the government will be able to finance the increased future
rural road maintenance requirement due to anticipated future improvement from its general

tax revenue. It is also problematic what will happen when CIDA withdraws support for
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routine maintenance of RRls and RR2s. The existing opportunities regarding rural road

maintenance in Bangladesh includes : (i) Existence and use of labor-based maintenance

techniques involving landless groups and in particular women - Labor-based

technolbgy is being used for routine and periodic maintenance of rural roads. All
maintenance works of rural roads are carried out by destitute women/landless labor groups

called Labor Contracting Societies (LCS) except where there is a need for superior skill and

equipment. Hence, there exists substantial savings in labor costs in rural road maintenance;

1if Absence of force account operation - maintenance of rural roads in Bangladesh is

bei.rg done by local contractor/LCS. In the absence of force account substantial efficiency

has Len achieved which results in a considerable savings of fund; (iii) Allotment of
considerable general tax revenue for rural road maintenance in recent years - there is

an increase of more than 100% allocation for nraintenance from government's gerrcral tax

revenue in the FY1995-96 of the amount allotted in the FYl992-93 when it was first

introduced due to improved rnacro economic situation owing to structural adjustments; (iv)

Clear institutional responsibility for rural road maintenance - LGED is solely

responsible for planning and programming of rural road maintenance; (v) Decentralized

planning and management responsibility of rural road management given to LGED
field ollices; (vi) Involvement of local government bodies in road maintenance - steps

have already been taken to ensure participation of local governrnent bodies, especially

Union Councils in planning and programming of rural roads mainterumce (Local

Government Engineering Department, 1995; World Banh 1995b); and (vii) Steps already

taken to augment local resources : Several steps have aheady been initiated to augment

local resources mobilization.

3.4.3 Existing and Potential Opportunities in Rural Roed Maintenance Financing in

Bangladesh

Local Resou rces Mobilization

Ratio of total taxes to gross domestic product in Bangladesh is consistently less than in

other less developed countries. Bangladesh has a tax-GDP ratio of 1.lYo far below the

average of a[ dlvebping countries (19.5%) (Chowdhury, 1995). In Asia alone the

compirable figure is 14.9%. In rural Bangladesh the situation is even worse - urban

households piy about two and half times more taxes on their irrcome than thei rural

counterparti aBhir, 1989). The frct is that the local rich and influential people are

unsurprisingly'reluctant to be taxed. Bhn (1989) argued that the rich and influential people

are ttie woist tar evaders and defaulters. Local government bodies thus suffer from narrow

tar< base, insufficient attention from govemrnent and an inability to collect taxes. There are

numerous opportunities in local resources mobilization but what is needed is collection

efficiency and equity.

To overcome the aforementioned situation there is a need for a very strong political will,
though it will be unwise politically for the government to go for quick reform. What is

prefeiable is to go for incremental changes but with specific objectives. The following
potential neus*"i as a nrcans to enhance the capacrty of the Union Councils in rural road

maintenance have been suggested:

' (D Blair (1989) reports that local bodies pay their matching contribution for different
projects from the central government's grants firnd. This system needs to be

iightenea up by making the local government pay their nratching share from their

collected revenue;
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(ii) Govemment's grants could be used in order to pursue its policy objectives. For
example, in addition to the normal grant, if the government match a dollar for an

extra dollar spent on maintenance of rural roads this may encourage the local
government to collect more taxes and on the other hand it will serve the purpose

ofmuch needed rural roads maintenance; and

(iii) Blair (1989) cornrnents that even if the local govemment are interested in
mobilizing local resources there is no real institutional structure through which it
can collect and spend the same. The current staff strength of the Union Councils is

not conducive enough for local resources mobilization and their spending. Steps

may be taken to look into the staffrequirements for the Union Councils.

General Tax Revenue

As discussed earlier, in Bangladesh, about half of the resources needed for maintenance of
paved rural roads comes from the general tax revenue of the government. Although its
increment since its onset in the FYl992-93 is encouraging, the question is whether the
government will be able to continue financing the additional resources required for future
maintenance in this way. The advantages of maintenance funding from the general tax
revenue are that it conforms with the unified budget management and it is politically
acceptable. On the other hand the disadvantages are : it does not represent users' cost; it is
sensitive to rnacro economic situation of the country; not preferred by policy makers as it
comes from the revenue budget rather than development budget.

Road Fund

Roads funds have been set up in several A.frican countries in order to ensure a stable flow of
funds for the operation and maintenance of road infrastructure (de Richecour & Heggie,
1995). The fust road fund in Africa was set up in South Africa in 1935 and the remainder
were established in the 80s and 90s (de Richecour & Heggie, 1995). These road funds

derive their revenues from road users charges - mainly fuel levy, bridge and ferry tolls and

an earmarked portion of other taxes and charges. The establishment of a road fund in
Bangladesh may be an option to meet the increasing resource requirement for maintenance
of rural roads. The advantages of establishment of road fund in Bangladesh are : it is easier

for earmarking on the operation and maintenance of roads; logically more preferable as

users paying for the infrastructure use; less chances of invasion in case of national

emergency; less susceptible to macro economic fluctuations; and preferred by policy makers

as it comes from the development budget. However, the disadvantages of road funds are:

politically less acceptable as it could trigger protest from the users; introduces fiscal

inflexibility; against the principle of unified budget management; in the case of road fund
managed by'toad board'/ it needs specific legal provision; procedure for allocation may be

cumbersome; and it many be difficult to assess the amount of fuel used by the road users

since fuels are also used for irrigation pumps and mechanized river/water transport - a

typical problem in Bangladesh.

3.5 Socio-Economic Benefit Monitoring and Evaluation (sEBM&E) of Developed
Rural Infrastructure

Transport infrastructure investments are always considered as an avenue for socio-
economic development in rural areas of developing countries. Transport infrastructure is

a 
a board which oversees management ofroad fund.
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considered to have played an important role in socio-economic development of rural areas

both directly - Uy proviaing immediate cash to small and landless farmers and rural wage

laborers auiing ltri constriction phase - and indirectly - by reducq8 cost and effort of
transport and 

-thus of marketing agricultural products; increasing farmgate price of 
^the

produce; facilitating access to rural people to moderninpyts and to_social and welfare

iervices- Socio-Economic Benefit Monitoring and Evaluation (SEBM&E) involves

collection of information relating to the delivery to, and use by, recipients of services and

the resulting benefits (World Bark, t996a). The evaluation of benefits of the ongoing

interventiori provides information to the managers as to whgther the interventions are

achieving their objectives. On the other hand, ttre evaluation of benefits of the completed

projects provides lessons for the planning of future projects.

Understanding the importance of SEBM&E activities LGED has included such activities in

all of its trans-port infr'astructure development projects. Currently SEBM&E is conducted in

a variety of ways depending on the iequirements of different donors in donor assisted

infrastructure projects. Efforts are underway to fully implant these activities within LGED.

A committee hasfuen set up to look into these aspects and as per recommendation LGED

is committed to make institutional arrangements to carry out such activities.

Several studies conducted under the auspices of different rural development projects

concluded that the improved infrastructuresin rural areas are having positive impact on the

socio-economic deveiopment in the rural areas. Two such studies are worthwhile to

mention. One of these itudies was conducted under German government assisted Tangail

Infrastructure Development Project (TIDP) (Ministry of Local Government Rural

Development and Cooperatives, 1996). The study concludes that the infrastructure

interventions are having immense impact on: (i) Employment and Income - not only

created large number oT direct employment due to project interventions but also indirect

employmeni through quickly expunaing transport business, newly established shops and

**L.ilop. along iirp.ored ioads and in the markets; (ii) Transport rates - reduces the

transpoi chargei of cargo (22.3%) and passengers (33.3%o) yrth!.two and half years of the

consiruction olthe.oais. itoad users also increased by ll0o/o. The number of NMTs and

motorized vehicles also increased by 99% and726%o respectively; (iii) Land Prices:

Land prices alongside the improved roads increasedby 49% to 376%o;-a"d (i") EIlect

on Market Improvement: upward changes in auction amount of the improved markets

(16% increase in developed project markets compared to 6% unimproved markets in one

year within the project aiea); aa-ity market attendance Gurnb"I of visitors went ue by 25%

ior non-market aays and l63io/o foi market days); arrival of vehicles in 1!e improved markets

(on frut days 128% and330% for non-motoiized arrd motorized vehicles respectively;.and

o1 non-tai days 329Yo and 7630/o respectively for non-motorized and motorized vehicles

respectively); urrd ulr".ug" turnover of the improred markets (increased by 2l% compared

to unimproved markets )

Another study was carried out by the World Bank assisted Rural Roads and Markets

Improvement and Maintenance Pioject (RRMIMP) in the northern part of Bangladesh

(Development Design Corsultants Lid., 1996). This study also confirms the positive socio-

""onorni" 
changes t the project area due to project interventions. Among other positive

changes the study found that within the fust year of completion of.the project roads averag_e

unit t-ransport costs ofcargo and passengers had decreasedby 48% arrd69%o respectively. It
also reported that the inJome *ottipti"i due to project intervention is 10 - i.e. one unit

crxrency of direct income generation would boost the economy by generating total income

of ten turits of currency. T[e study found that cargo and passenger movements had jumped

Uy upto 2.5 times aftei development of project roads. The study concluded that the overall
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economic return from the road improvernent investments was about 26% based on partial

benefits oftransport cost savings.

In Bangladestr, conventionally the private contractors are used for the execution of physical

ffiastrircture schemes. But since early 80s Labor Contracting Societies (LCS) are being

used as a new and innovative mode of construction and maintenance of physical

infrastructure. The use of the LCS is considered as a landmark in targeting poverty

alleviation directly with ffiastructure development. The LCS are now engaged in diffe_renl

rural infrastructure development projects of LGED. The nrain objectives of the use of LCS

for ffiastructure development are to (Faizullatu 1995): (i) directly involve the landless

groups in infrastructure cbnstruction and maintenance; (ii) prgvi{e employment and income

6pport*iti"r for the landless groups; (iii) eliminate intermediaries for project construction

*a .uint"nur"e activities; -a tirl ensure fair wages to the laborers. Govemment is

committed for continuous innovation in direct targeting of poverty alleviation with

infrastructure development. LGED's experience with LCS is elaborated in Box 2.

Box 2 : Targeting Poverty Alleviation Directty to Infrastructure Development : the LCS Model

O LCS comprises of a group of 7-30 landless laborers who depend- on manual labor as their

main sourte of incomi ani do not operate more than 0.5 acres of land. On an experimental

basis LGED's experience of use of LCS as a new and innovative mode of construction in

infrastructure development goes back to 1983-84. The LCS are now active in different rural

infrastructure projects executed by LGED.

a Initially LCS' involvement was mainly limited to earthwork and pipe/culvert installation- Over

the years involvement of LCS has been expanded and now LCS are involved with scores of
conitruction and maintenance activities whith includes earth work of roa4 embankment, canal

etc.; pipe casting and culvert installation; earthwork and structure maintenance; tree plantation

o, iouOr, embaikments and caretaking oftrees; and other construction, activities like Herring

Bone Bond (HBB) bricks laying, boi culvert construction etc. As the groups are.gaining

experierce and slo*ing gooi p-ofo.."nce there is a plan to involve the groups in more

specialized construction activities.

a Efforts are underway for formation of more women groups. Some of the infrastructure

Jevelopment projects already working with women groups such as EC assisted Rural

Development Project - 8.

a The LCS are not only being trained on the technical issues of infrastructure development but

also on other social irrro Iik. sanitation, nutrition, women's right, environmental awareness

etc. The group mernbers are motivated to spend their earnings on things like latrines, nutritious

food, health care, children education etc.

3.6 Development of Transport Services in Rural Areas

IMT/ NMT has got recognition recently as an effective means of transport services in rural

areas of developing cointries. Limititions of conventional transport in addressing the

transport demand of rurat population is well recognized now. Jw9 main factors are

identified as responsible for'tlie underdevelopment and underutilisation of IMTAIMTs;

fustly, the attitude of policy makers which was heavily biased lowards the construction of
motorizea transport infrastructure and neglecting the simpler and cheaper means. of
transport and secondly, the customs and lifestyles of rural society which mitigated against

the aiaptation of newir technologies (fuverson and Carapetis,lggl. Kaira, 1983)' Riverson

and Carapetis (1991) also argued that introduction of IMT would require clear
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understanding by the government and local officials of the policy issues involved and a clear

commitment to pursue solutions to local situations. Howe (1994) inthe context of Africa
proposed two avenues for enhancing the supply and use of NMT; firstly, mass production
of NMTs for the poor; and, secondly, change in investing practice (not only for physical

ffiastructure) of the development banks and organizations so that they could intervene

directly in low-cost mobility and access enhancements. It is now widely accepted now that
the role of the government should be as a facilitator of the low-cost means of transport
rather than their provider.

The importance of NMT in the context of Bangladesh has also been examined in a recent

study (Ahmed, Carapetis and Taylor, 1995). The conclusions of the study, inter alia,
include : NMT has an enonnous potential in addressing the transport related problems of
the rural population of Bangladesh; impact of NMT on the activity-travel patterns of the

rural population is not as straightforward as commonly perceived; and any intervention to
increase mobility of the rural population in a particular area of a developing country using

IMTNMTs teeds, inter qlia, carcful investigation of the social, cultural, economic and

geographical factors related to use of IMTAIMTs of the area concemed.

In light of the above, steps have already been taken for improvement of NMT in
Bangladesh. NMT improvement is one of the sub-components in a World Bank assisted

rural infiastructtue development project (RRMIMP-II). A NGO will be involved for the

implementation of the sub-component considering the limited institutional capacity of the

government in the implernentation of such type of intervention to enhance rural mobility.
The main features of the sub'component is described in Box 3.

Box 3 : Goverrrnent-NGO Partnenhip in Rural Transport Serwic.es l)evelopment: The New
Challenge

A pilot programme has been initiated to improve NMT under the World Bank assisted RRMIMP-II.
11r. ru6-project is designed in such a way that the NGO will join hands with the government in order

to enhance-mobility of the rural population through improvement of NMT in two areas of
Bangladesh - differ-considerably in geographical, cultural and transport characteristics terms. The

main features ofthe sub-project are :

o The stratery of the programme will be to learn from the past failures and will adopt a approach

that will maximize the chances of success;

o The programme will not attempt development of "vastly technical irploy{ NMT" rather it will
focui on-improvements to the desigr of specific aspects of the existing NMT based on input from
the NMT operators;

a LGED will sub-contract the implementation of the progralnme to an NGO;

O The programme will work from the start together with its target groups and any intervention will
be participatory in nature;

O The programme will ernphasize the promotion and dissemination of the improved- designs within
ttre fro;ect area and oth-er parts of the country and the provision will be made for credit to the
rural poor for purchasing of improved designs;

o There is an limited provision of technical assistance to support the NGO in technical and socio'
economic aspects;

O Role of LGED will only to carefully monitor the overall progress, performance, and impact of the
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3.7 Improvement of Financial Capability of Local Government Bodies and Cost-
sharing in Infrastructure Development

Strong local govemment institutions is a prerequisite for effective rural transport
infrastructure rnanagement but availability of local resources is of equally important.
Although Bangladesh has experienced frequent policy reversals on local govemment
structures which created considerable problems in pinpointing institutional responsibility for
rural transport infrastructure management local bodies now play an increasing role in the
ranagement, planning and implementation of rural roads. More often than not local
government institutions are sharing costs for building rural transport ffiastructures. A far
greater role can be played by local government bodies in rural transport infrastructure
rnanagement if their financial capability is enhanced. Measures have already been taken to
augment their financial capability. Measures are already taken to augment the financial
capability of the Union Councils. These includes: (i) reducing central government's share of
market lease revenue and allowing this amount to go directly to Union Council; (ii)
diverting half of the land-transfer-tax revenue now going to District Councils to Union
Councils; (iii) increasing lease value threshold for Union Council managed markets; (iv)
introducing more transparent procedure for market leasing in order to reduce collusion in
market leasing; and (v) enhancing unit toll rates for developed markets. These measures are
expected to have raised the revenue of the Union Councils substantially. It is expected that
once the financial capability of the Union Councils is enhanced their role in rural road
rnanagement will be substantial. Several studies are being planned to look in-depth about
the potential opportunities that exist for augmentation of local resources.

4. THE LESSONS LEARNED

The principal lessons learned from this case are : (i) a single purpose rural road agency is

more effective than a road agency with multiple purpose - management of rural as well as

national and arterial roads. As rural transport ffiastrucutre are constructed with multiplicity
of objectives in a developing country two-tier model - one agency dealing with main roads
and other dealing with rural roads - is more logical; (ii) perceived disadvantages of a single
purpose road agency can be overcome thorough the adoptation ofdifferent measures; (iii) a
strong local government is prerequisite for effective rural transport infrastructure
rnanagement - which can share responsibility with the central government. As different
countries may have different local government structures, institutional reform process can
proceed taking into consideration the structures in place; (iv) NGO's can play a vital role
where the public sector has limitations in administering interventions; and (v) govemment
and donors partnership and understanding is vital for carrying out the reforms.

These lessons are replicable in other country situations as well. But following factors are (i)
socio-economic condition of the country - countries with different socio-economic
conditions are bound to have different institutional arrangements as the development
objectives may vary; (ii) perception of the policy makers on the importance of rural roads -
perception of the policy makers on the importance of rural transport ffiastructure may also

influence the institutional arrangement for rural road management; and (iii) central and local
government structures - countries with different central and/or local government structures
will have different institutional arrangements. Like, countries with federal and state
government systerns will have different institutional arrangements for rural transport
infrastructure rnanagement compared with a country like Bangladesh with unified system of
government.
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